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Twelve Lessons in Twenty Years
The Spectrum of Conflict in Twenty Years

Increasing Violence

Stable Peace

Unstable Peace

Insurgency

General War

OPERATIONAL THEMES

Peacetime Military Engagement

Limited Intervention

Peace Operations

Irregular Warfare

Major Combat Operations

Just Cause ‘89

Dsrt Sprg ‘93

KFOR ‘03

OIF ‘04

OIF ‘09
Leaders have to see, hear and feel the fight

C2 has to move

“In-stride” evolution

We are going to fight in the city
Mass and Firepower make a statement

Precision takes on new meaning when it’s “danger close”

You don’t “own” it unless these guys are on it

We will task organize with anybody, anytime, anywhere
What’s truly useful isn’t always pretty

“Combat” Support has to go with you

You have to keep the coalition together

The environment votes
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